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Functionality
EVA is a multifunctional test and validation platform for automotive and consumer applications to test 
control units in the original system network. It was developed according to the latest ergonomic criteria 
and offers perfect access to all components. The patch panels also enable the control unit configuration 
to be easily converted - this enables forward and backward compatibility of the component architecture.

An innovative power supply, our Powerbar, enables a variable voltage supply of 4 - 16 V. This can be set to 
specific control units.

The intuitive operation of the 7-inch touch screen enables the different terminal statuses to be switched and 
the current and voltage consumption to be displayed. Customer inquiries and other functions are easily 
implemented and made available via an update capability via a USB interface. All functions of the touch 
screen are of course also available remotely.

Sustainable & future-oriented highlight: EVA is an architecture-independent platform that can be used 
further after the development cycle.

+ Remote & Update capable   + Easy to use touchscreen 
+ 19“ rack compatible     + Variable power supply
+ Automotive certified components  + Short-circuit proof power supply
+ OEM independent configuration  + IATA travel ready (7kg) 

Advantages

+ Developer Environment  + Test-Farming 
+ Test automation   + Service use
+ Remote testing   + Mapping of the actual control unit network

Areas of application

E VA  - Electronic Validation Assistant

EVA - The new ALLGEIER testrack is the perfect assistant for performing manual and automated 
tests on automotive and consumer electronic components.

This rack is ideally suited as a test station for the local developer workstation and as a 19 “installation in 
server cabinets for test farms. In order to enable tests for regions in which the supply of development 
parts is sometimes difficult, EVA enables worldwide software integration tests.

Thanks to the generous 7 “LED touch control panel, the test rack is easy to operate without any additional 
software or hardware. Due to its open architecture, EVA can be adapted to any BUS-based system and 
can be easily updated remotely or via USB. Thanks to remote access, the rack can be fully operated from 
anywhere in the world.

EVA stands for an intuitive and smart product innovation from Allgeier Engineering in cooperation with 
Linner Elektronik.

„The new generation of
    Remote Testing.“



Details: Touch Control Details: Powerbar

„ 7 Zoll Touch 
 Control Interface“

Highlights Highlights

+ Dimmable touch screen: 7 inch high-resolution LED screen
+ All functions and interfaces can be mapped 100% remotely
+ 5 x CAN-FD incl. Transceiver, pure or mixed operation also possible with CAN 2.0
+ 10 x digital input / output channels (3.3V level) partly with special functions such as analog input / output,
   Timer / PWM, UART, wake-up, etc.
+ USB interface: Full speed with Type-C socket, USB host and USB device mode possible
+ Firmware updates possible as standard via USB and UART (Ethernet port)
+ Scalable through expansion modules: 2 x MikroBUS, 4 x Pmod or in-house development
+ External I2C and SPI interfaces (min. 2 x chip select) for external expansion boards / extension boxes

+ Supply of the control devices with three terminal status each
+ Switching of all terminals individually
+ Each control unit can be supplied with a variable voltage of 6-16 V DC
+ An external power supply unit can be connected for dynamic voltage tests
+ The voltage and total current of the three terminals are shown graphically
+ There is an accuracy of 50 mA for the current measurement and one for the voltage measurement  
    accuracy of 5 mV
+ The total current of each control unit can be between 3 and 14 A by means of an electronic Backup 
    can be set
+ In the event of an overcurrent switch-off, attempts are made 16 times to switch on again at intervals of 
    100 ms
+ Installed components are automotive certified

„Maximally variabel & 
                                 powerful“

With the newly developed Powerbar, we have 
achieved a great success: Maximum flexibility, variably 
adjustable power supply, separate switching on each 
of the connected control devices, automotive-certified 
components. . . to name just a few of the many features.



Mechanical dimensions

Weight     7 kg

External dimension (w x d x h)  440 x 450 x 310 mm

Material    Aluminum

Performance data

AC voltage (nominal)   230 V

DC voltage (nominal)   6 - 16 V

Protection class    IP20

Communication interfaces

CAN     CAN-FD & CAN 2.0

Ethernet    a

Remote interfaces   a

Touch display    7“ LED

Rest API    a

Hardware: CE marking, produced by Linner Elektronik

EVA - Technical Specifications

„19 inch, modular &
   easy to fix“


